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New Features

 Fixes

**Parent Invention Report Number Field is now available for Editing for the Extramural TTO Admin and TTO User**

Previously the **Parent Invention Report Number** field on the new Employee Discovery and Invention Report (EIR) was not available for editing for users with the extramural Office of Technology Transfer (TTO) Administrator role or the TTO User role.

The following conditions apply to a new EIR report:

1. This **Parent Invention Report Number** field is not modifiable once it is set.
2. The Parent EIR must be recognized by iEdison and cannot be the new EIR.
3. Editing the **Parent Invention Report Number** field is not allowed on the EIR if there are Patents and Utilization Reports for the EIR.
4. The Parent EIR must be affiliated with same Institution as the new EIR.

**Resolution**

Now the **Parent Invention Report Number** field on the new EIR is now available for editing for users with the extramural Office of Technology Transfer (TTO) Administrator role or the TTO user role depending on the conditions previously mentioned.

**Hyperlink on the Home Screen now Point to the Correct Web Site**


**Resolution**

The **Federal Laboratory Consortium for Technology Transfer** hyperlink on the iEdison **Main Menu** screen now points to the correct web site.
**Validation Added to Make Requested Username Field Unique**

Previously when registering an organization in iEdison, the system did not required the Requested Username field to be unique.

**Resolution**

Now when registering an organization in iEdison, the system performs validation requiring the Requested Username field to be unique.

**Duplicate Invention Overview now Fixed when Modifying an Invention Report**

Previously when editing an Invention Report (EIR), an error was produced when the Title Election Date entered was in excess of two years plus any extensions. When the Title Election Date was corrected, the system displayed the Invention Overview twice because the duplicate check included the Invention Title of the modified record twice.

**Resolution**

Now when editing an Invention Report (EIR), the system no longer displays the Invention Overview twice.

**Patent Report Search by the U.S. Patent Title Field now Works**

Previously searching by the U.S. Patent Title field on the Patent Report Search screen did not work.

**Resolution**

Now searching by the U.S. Patent Title field on the Patent Report Search screen displays the appropriate results.

**Issue with Reset Button is now Resolved when Searching for Patent and Utilization Reports**

Previously the behavior of the Reset button was not clearing the search criteria on the Invention, Patent, and Utilization Report Search screens.

**Resolution**

Now when the Reset button is clicked on the Invention, Patent, and Utilization Report Search screens, the system clears out the search criteria.

**iEdison Reporting Label is now Displaying Correctly on the Main Menu Screen**

The iEdison Reporting label was misplaced on the Main Menu screen.

**Resolution**

The iEdison Reporting label is now displaying correctly on the Main Menu screen.